Bandit’s new 12” drum chipper has arrived in Australia
Bandit’s latest model in its drum-style chipper range, the Model 1090, has arrived in Australia.
Bandit’s 1090 is perfect for tree contractors, rental companies and councils looking for a compact,
rugged chipper. Powered by a strong 115hp CAT diesel engine, the Model 1090’s durable
construction and rugged components will provide many years of dependable service.
Bandit Tree Equipment Director, Mark Marriott, says the 1090 is an important addition to Bandit’s
drum family.
“Since they were introduced, Bandit’s range of drum chippers has proven to be the toughest on the
market. To date we have not replaced one set of drum bearings, or replaced a chipper drum in any
of the Bandit drum chippers that we have delivered.
“With the addition of the 1090, Bandit now have the entire range of machines covered from 12”
though to 20” capacity. The 1090 uses many major parts in common with the bigger Bandit drums,
so we expect it to hold up very well in our tough environment,” said Mark.
The big news is that this unit features the same oversized 37” diameter drum found on all Bandit
hand-fed drum-style chippers. This larger drum chips with less vibration, consumes less fuel and
requires less energy to chip larger diameter materials.
“The big drum makes a massive difference to how smooth the Bandit drum chippers run,” Mark
confirmed.
The Model 1090 comes standard with features that will increase production and help save your
business valuable time and money. Auto Feed Plus feed control, Hydraulic Lift & Crush and hand
crank height adjustable discharge chute and discharge chute swivel are all standard.
The Model 1090 is easy to tow and weighs just 2,900 kg. A single Torflex axle with 8.25R 16” tyres
provides a smooth, durable towing platform. A further range of options, such as the hydraulic
winch, can be added to the 1090 to customise your machine to suit your needs.
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